FROM WASTE TO RESOURCE
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The management of post-consumer plastic and
aluminum packaging has now become a global problem,
and it must be managed involving and raising awareness
all citizens.
For this reason, in 2020 has born the RiPET business: an
industrial company active in environmental sustainability.
Our primary aim is to guarantee the protection of the
environment and public health by combining the
professionalism and competence of our staff with the
performance of our eco-compactors.
Our business stand out for its dynamism and high
technological level in the implementation of modern
separate collection systems; moreover we are careful to
the achievement of high percentages of collection and
effective recycling of waste.
The company focus leans towards a constant
implementation of our recycling system at level
qualitative and quantitative, as well as the improvement of
the standards of separate collection in the places belonging
to the catchment area served, through the development of
innovative technologies and the consolidation of existing
ones.
The collection system implemented by RiPET also makes
it possible to actively involve the citizen in the collection
and disposal of waste material, thus allowing each
individual to do their part in terms of environmental
protection and to feel an integral part of a community that
works for the future.
The RiPET eco-compactor is a technologically advanced
tool, designed to be simple to use and to be connected to
the network 24h on 24h, allowing the complete traceability
of the packaging collected from the machine.
Given the complete traceability of the waste introduced,
our compactors reﬂect the trappings of industry 4.0 giving
buyers the opportunity to access the tax breaks connected.
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RiPET designs, builds and manufactures machines for ecology in series, speciﬁcally we
show you the models:

•

Outdoor eco-compactor model C-front

•

Outdoor eco-compactor model C-ter

•

Pedal recycling: Ricicletta

•

Indoor eco-compactor

The machines are all equipped with a compaction
system that collects and compacts any PET bottle
or can so as to start it for direct recycling.
Our eco-compactors are generally located in
strategic areas of high turnout and the enduser’s commitment to recycling can be rewarded
in different ways.
The ﬁnalized collection of PET/alu post-consumer
through the RiPET system supports the traditional
recycling, as all the recorded data are transmitted
to the local competent autority where the
compactor is installed. Our models and software
can be integrated and implemented according
to the needs of buyers/users.
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A RiPET eco-compactor machine satisﬁes the
needs of about 10,000 citizens, so one can be
placed every 10,000.
The daily collection average of RiPET ecocompactors installed in Italy is about 3,000 bottles
per day, from which are produced about 2.5 tons
of recycled waste per month.
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